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Jeffrey C. Alexander, University of California, Los Angeles

Social scientists have begun to move away from the postivist and empiricist
models withinwhich they have traditionallyconductedtheir behavioralstudies.
This change has been effected by the impact of historians of science (like Alexandre Koyre' and Thomas Kuhn) and philosophers of science (like Michael
Polanyi and Imre Lakatos) and by the impact, as well, of the disruptivesocial
developmentswhich destroyedthe ideological consensus of the postwarperiod.
In the United States, however, this movement towarda postpositivistperspective is still very much confinedto a small minorityof social-sciencepractitioners.
Indeed,it has been accompaniedby a movement among the majority in an opposite direction,an increasingly self-confidentscientism among the positivists
and empiricists themselves. Thus, while postpositivist sensitivity has been increasing, we have also witnessed the transformationof importantjournals(like
theAmericanSocialReview)frombroad,intellectualorgansintospecializedoutlets
for "scientific sociology"-atheoretical exercises in verification, falsification,
and theory"construction."Nonetheless,the minoritythat nowrejects positivism
and empiricismis a vocal one, and it has had an increasingimpacton the various
disciplines. This impact has coalesced aroundthe idea of "paradigm,"the concept whichKuhn(1962)introducedto indicatethe strongeffect that nonempirical
assumptions have on the very perception of empirical variables.
This essay will investigate the impact of certain kinds of paradigmatic, or
framing, elements on social science, specifically, the understandingthat action
is organizedby structural constraints that are, in some sense, external to any
particular actor. In order to place this discussion in its proper perspective,
however, we must deal briefly with certain analytic problems in the term
"paradigm." There is, of course, an enormous literature on this issue; in the
presentcontext, I deal with it only as it relates to the particularproblemat hand.
In his initial formulation,Kuhndefined a paradigm as a frameworkthat provides scientists with preprogrammedinformationthat reduces the normaltask
of empirical investigationto mundaneacts of atheoreticalproblemsolving. The
paradigm is a jigsaw puzzle in which most of the pieces are already in place;
the scientist examines reality only to find out how the three or four remaining
pieces shouldbe arranged.Yet, while apparentlystraightforward,this formulation actually obscures some important problems, problems which relate to
Kuhn's tendency to exaggerate the unity of science. While insisting that
paradigmsprovideready-madeframeworksfor research, Kuhnalso identified
paradigms with general, metaphysical assumptions (like atomism or holism)
and with particularkinds of models (like equilibriumor dynamic models). He
associated "paradigms,"in otherwords,with bothvery generalandvery specific
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kinds of commitments, with philosophicalorientations,and with complex propositions attached to strongly developed research strategies.
But if paradigms refer only to generalized orientations,they will not produce
the kind of scientific consensus that Kuhnassumed, for there is a great range
of variationin the way that general, philosophicalorientationscan be specified.
On the other hand, if paradigms refer only to agreement on propositionsand
research strategies-what Kuhnlater called "exemplars"-then much of the
richness of the original formulationis lost (Alexander, 1982b):the excitement
that this seminal idea created was due, in large part, to the way it linked the
metaphysical environment of science to changes in mundane research.
Kuhn'soriginal formulationof paradigm, then, was undifferentiated.I am
suggesting, by contrast, that 'paradigms' contain a range of elements of different levels of generality. These elements, moreover, are not necessarily tied
closely together.This issue, we must see, is directlyrelevantto the task at hand.
Whenwe speak, for example, of rational-choicetheory, we are actually referring to a number of different levels of analysis. On one hand, we are speaking
of general assumptions about actors-that they are efficient and rational. On
the other hand, we are talking about concrete theories within which these
assumptionsare operationalized,theories which are associated with particular
carrier groups, rather than diffuse traditions--"the British utilitarians,"
"Simon's shop," "Skinner's research team," "Tilly's group," "resourcemobilizationtheory." Paradigms in social science operate forcefully at both
general and specific levels of orientation. "Rational action," "normative action," and "social structure" function as philosophicalorientations, as broad
traditionsthat create the most general lines of divisionbetween differentkinds
of social-scientific work. These traditions cross disciplinary lines, for their
assumptionsrefer to presuppositional,analytical problems, rather than to the
empirical and ideological concerns that differentiate, for example, political
science and sociology. At the same time, these three orientationsare embodied
in operationalized"research programs" (for this term, see Lakatos, 1969),in
theories that have highly elaborated,empirically specified worldviews: for example, neoclassical economics, organizationtheory, symbolic interactionism,
Marxism, and structuralfunctionalism.For a discussionof structuralanalysis
to be accurate and revealing, it must address itself to both the general and
specific dimensions of structural analysis.
The Problems of Action and Order
The most fundamentalassumptionsthat informany social-scientifictheoryconcern the nature of action and order (Alexander, 1982a:64-112).
Every theory of
assumes
an
to the quesan
of
assumes
answer
man
an
as
actor,
image
society
tion, "What is action?" Every theory contains an implicit understandingof
motivation. Is it efficient and rational, concerned primarily with objective
calculation,or is it nonrationaland subjective, orientedtowardmoral concerns
or altruism, strongly affected perhaps, by internal, emotional concerns? The
problem of action is concerned, in other words, with epistemology, with the
relative materialism and idealism of action. Action has vexed and divided
classical thinkers from Plato and Aristotle to Augustine and Hobbes, and it con-
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tinues to do so today. Modernsocial science was born from the 18thand 19th
century struggles between Enlightenment rationalists and reactionary traditionalists, and later between romantics and utilitarians. This struggle was, to
an importantdegree, a fight aboutwhether-and how-action was "rational."
No intellectual tradition, however, can be groundedin conceptions of action
alone. Weare concernedhere with socialtheories, and every social theory must
also be concerned about the problemof order. How is action arranged to form
the patternsand institutionsof everyday life? There have been two prototypical
answersto this problemof order:the individualisticand the collectivistic.Society
may be viewed as the productof negotiation freely entered into, as the result
of individualdecisions,feelings, andwants. Onthe otherhand,we can view society as constituting,in Emile Durkheim'sfamous phrase, a reality sui generis,a
reality "in itself." Such a collectivist view does not have to posit society as a
metaphysical entity that has an ontologicalstatus. It can simply see individual
decisionsas aggregatedthrougha long, historicalprocess: the decisionsof those
who came before us have become sedimented into institutions.Whenwe make
decisions today, we can do so only withinthe context of this social environment.
Every conceptionof order is necessarily informedby assumptions about action. If we adopt an individualistic approach, we must know whether these
negotiating actors will evaluate one another in an objective or subjective way.
If, by contrast, we conceive of order as rootedin the collectivity, we shall want
to knowwhetherit asserts itself by appealingto rationalinterestor by promoting
feelings of altruistic obligation. It is, of course, logically possible for theories
to combine rational and nonrationalmodes of action; in practice, it is rare for
them to do so.
Individualistictheorieshave been attractive to modernsocial science because
they emphasizea qualitywhich is at the heart of modernityitself: voluntarism.
Modernsocial thought emerged out of the long process of secularization and
rebellionagainst the hierarchicalinstitutionsof traditionalsociety. During the
Renaissance, Machiavelli emphasized the autonomy of the rational prince to
remake his world. English-contract theorists (like Hobbes and Locke, from
whom so much of contemporarythoughtis derived) also brokefree from traditional restraints by emphasizing the individual bargaining upon which social
order must depend. The same kind of path was followed by some of the principal thinkersof the FrenchEnlightenment,whowere the first to transformthis
new, secular, social thoughtinto an attempt at empirically - oriented science.
Each of these individualistictraditionswas strongly rationalistic. In different
ways and with emphases on different kinds of individualneeds-power, happiness, pleasure, security-each portrayed society as emanating from the
choices of rationalactors. Today,these classical traditionshave many progeny.
The crucial, conceptual bridge was utilitarianism, particularly classical
economics, for its theory of markets and resources provided an empirically
elegant explanation of how individual decisions can be aggregated to form
"societies." There is but a short step from the early Bethamite theories to the
organizationtreatises of Simon (1964),the exchange theories of Homans (1961),
the collective decision-making theories of Coleman (1966), and the political
theories of Downes (1957).
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Yet, despite their origins in the secular rebellionagainst traditionalthought,
individualistictheories have also assumed a nonrationalform. In its inversion
of the Enlightenment and its revulsion against utilitarianism, 19th-century
romanticisminspiredtheoriesaboutthe passionateactor, for example, Wundt's
social-psychologicalwriting on the central role of emotionalneeds. Freud is the
most famous modern exemplar of such romantic theorizing, and the
psychoanalyticperspective continuesto supply one of the fundamentalstrands
of individualisticthinkingaboutsociety. Another,less scientistic branchof this
antirationalistic movement issued in phenomenology,a movement which can
be traced from Hegel Schleiermacher, and Dilthey throughHusserl to modern
movements,like existentialism.In terms of the social-scientificparadigmswhich
have concretized this kind of individualisticapproach, one thinks first of symbolic interactionism, the tradition rooted in American pragmatism and individualism of Dewey, Mead, and Blumer; in more recent years, there are the
theoretical developments of ethnomethodology,which takes its immediate intellectual roots from Schutz and Heidegger.
But if individualistic theories have the great advantage of embodying the
freedom which we associate with the modern age, this is also their great
weakness, for it seems that they have achieved voluntarism much too easily.
Do actors really create social order by a process of purely individualnegotiation? This, indeed, seems like an extremely unlikely proposition.Considerthe
problem of order and the rational actor. Are we really so rational that we can
be aware of all the influences and constraints that enter into our decisions? We
might think, perhaps, that we are simply trying to drive the best bargain with
a salesman for a new car, but is this negotiationcompletely unaffected by external factors-unaffected, for example, by the size and variety of the particular
dealership, the oligopolisticstructureof the automobilemarket, or the government's regulation of production?These external factors, in turn, can be seen
as the outcome of a vast range of other extra-individualfacts, from the speed
of technological innovation to domestic political struggles over ecology and
revolutionaryupheavals in the MiddleEast. Ourindividualnegotiation, then,
may appear to be confined to two parties, but it actually is constrained by a
whole host of factors, which we, as individuals, have not negotiated at all. Our
decision to buy an automobile,moreover, will create constraints for future actors: could any actor ever be so omnisicently rational as to follow out all the
ramifications of this individual choice?
Thus far, my illustrations of individualisticapproaches have been confined
to rationalistic tradition; similar arguments, however can be made against individualism that takes a more nonrationalform. Considerthe actor as an emotional being who is conceived as dealing with the outside world in terms of personality needs. Is this personality his own, something he has developed purely
as the result of his individualacts or is it rather the productof a lifetime of interaction, something in which the needs, wishes, and intentionsof significant
others have become synthesized and internalized to form a self? Emotionally
sensitiveactors, whileappearingto respondto one anothermerely as individuals,
actually are responding in terms of their discreet histories of social development. The same might be said for interactionisttheories, like those of Goffman
(1959),that stress the moral sensitivity of individualsto questions of face, pro-
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priety,and taste. Theseconcerns,after all, are forcefullyembodiedin standards.
Certainly,individualsmay negotiate in relationshipto them; yet, the standards
themselves are never established by the individual interaction.
Whenwe closely examine the most conscientiousindividualistictheories, we
see, in fact, that they make assumptionsabout social structure that they do not
explicitly theorize: they leave these assumptions, rather, as un-thought-out
residual categories. Rational-choicetheories, for example, often assume a certain distributionof resources and a certain relationship of bargainers to one
another; they assume, in other words, important facts about economic and
political structure.Homans' writings on exchange admitted that standards of
distributive justice are critical, but he never explained how they come about.
Coleman (1966)argued that collective structures can be seen as productsof rational cost accounting,but he acknowledgedthat the conflict so producedmust
be regulated by certain givens, like constitutions. Nonrational,individualistic
theories place similar brackets aroundthe structuring of the symbolic world.
Theyassume-without explaining-the aftereffectsof socialization,the resources
of cultural symbolization,the norms that define the nature of social solidarity.
Goffman (1961), for example, explained insanity as the product of the selfconceptionsof the professionalswho manage asylums; yet, the sources of professionalizationand the reasonsfor the existence of asylums were never discussed. Garfinkel's(1981)recentsearch for the ethnomethodologyof individualorientationto the collectivity also leaves the normativeorderof the collectivity unexamined. (For an analysis of the persistence of striking residual categories in
individualistic, nonrationaltheories, see Alexander, 1984a.)
The realization that individualistictheories cannot and do not stand without
some reference to a collective order has always been the stimulus for social
theory to move toward the perspective of social structure itself. Such a movement has occurredwithin boththe orientationsto action I have described. Hobbes (1962/1651:98)was the first great theorist of social structure within the rationalist tradition,for he recognizedthat if society were actually composedonly of rational and completely selfish individuals, it would soon be destroyed:
"Andtherefore if any two men desire the same thing, which nevertheless they
cannot both enjoy, they become enemies; and in the way to their end, which
is principally their own conservation, and sometimes their delectation only,
endeavor to destroy, or subdue one another." Hobbesformulated a conception
of an all-powerfulsovereign, the Leviathan,which wouldcounteract this imminent chaos of individualismthroughintimidationand hierarchical control.The
parallel for this breakthrough in the normative tradition can be found in
Durkheim'scritique of Spencer, the 19th-centuryindividualisticsocial scientist
Durkheimargued against Spencer'scontract theory in terms that
par excellence.
strongly recalled Hobbes'."If interest relates men," Durkheim(1933/1893:203)
wrote, "it is never for more than some few moments ... [and] each individual
finds himself in a state of war with every other." It was to counter such "provisory and precarious" contractual relations that Durkheim created his conceptionof the "collective conscience," the normativecenter of society that controls individualismby penetratingand socializingindividualconsciences. From
Hobbes'Leviathanand from Durkheim'scollective conscience, every modern
theory of social structure can be logically derived.
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Social-StructuralTheory in Its Instrumental Form
The revolt against individualistic,instrumentalexplanationin the 19thcentury
always occurred for ideological as well as analytic reasons. The first great
theoriesthat placedrationalactionwithina collective contextwere those of Bentham and his utilitarian followers. Bentham (see Halevy, 1972/1901-04)saw
through the facile assumption of the "natural identity of interest" by which
classical political economy justified its purely individualistargument. Realizing that economic and political actors actually possess unequal power and
wealth-and that consequently, no "invisible hand" would ever produce consensus and equilibrium-Bentham argued that government must act to reformulate the social context in which such action occurs. The identity of interests,
if it were ever to be achieved, must be one that is artifically constructedby such
externalforce. Benthamutilizedthis theoreticalargumentto suggest aggressive
reforms of criminal law and state bureaucracy; there is a direct link between
his structural orientationand the social and historical theorizingabout the effects of the capitalist social structurewhichFabian writers producedat the end
of the century.
The greatest theorist of social structure in the instrumentalist tradition,
however, was Marx. If his critique followed the general lines of Bentham's, it
carriedthe logic muchfurther;indeed,it translatedthe generalsocial-structural
argument into an empirically specific theory, or examplar, which, in one form
or another,woulddominatethis strandof structuralthinkingthroughoutthe 20th
century. Marx refuted the argument that society is the product of individual
exchange. It is not simply a bargain between two individuals that determines
the contract of labor, he wrote, or even the aggregation of individualdecisions
throughan impersonalmarket. The labor contract, he insisted, was determined by a peculiarly coercive kindof social structure that issues from the concentrationof private wealth: capital. "Capital,"Marxwrote (1963/1844:85),"is the
power of commandover labor and its products... The capitalist possesses this
power, not on account of his personal or human qualities, but as the owner of
his capital. His power is the purchasingpowerof his capital, which nothingcan
withstand."Social structure,in Marx's view, affects action by fixing in advance
its material environment.Since actors are rational, their behavior follows the
structureof this externalenvironment,just as responsefollowsstimulus.Marx's
capitalism is a tightly interdependentsystem within which economic exigencies set the pace. He specified the function of the economy as ever more efficient production,and it is these productivedemandsthat establishthe individualrole structure of capitalist society. The other institutionsin his system are the
bourgeoisstate and ideology; yet, as "superstructures"they performtasks that
are subordinatein complex ways to the demandsof capital. Humanbeings enter
this social structure in their role as members of classes, groups of like-minded
individuals who perform the same general kind of economic role tasks. Role
relations reflect this systemic hierarchy: capitalists dominate proletariansas
the economic base dominates the superstructure.AlthoughMarx emphasized
social structureover voluntarynegotiation,he did not view his system in a static
way. To the contrary, capitalism is driven by contradictory, functional requirements, contradictions which produce a struggle for existence between
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workers and capitalists and, eventually, the transformationof the capitalist
system itself.
Marx set the tone for subsequentrationalisttheorizingaboutsocial structure,
and even those who "secularized" his work by neutralizingits revolutionary,
chiliastic spirit followedclosely his general logic. The greatest among these ambivalent secularizers, the man who has been called the "Marx of the
bourgeoisie,"and the only 20th-centurythinkerwhose contributionsto the rationalisttraditionrankwith Marx'sown,was Max Weber.Althoughwe shall see
in a followingsection that Weberalso made an effort to criticize instrumentalist
thinking,his contributionsare as much to the Marxiantraditionas to any other.
Weber carried Marx's approach to social structure from the economic into
the political realm, and he carved out independentstructures of stratification
and conflictwhich Marxhad never imagined.Weber(1946:196-244)
insistedthat
bureaucracyis a coercive structureevery bit as powerfulas economicsystems.
Bureaucracy responds to demands for administrative efficiency much as
economicfactors like markets, factories, and contractsrespondto needs for productive efficiency. Bureaucratic roles, like economic ones, follow from those
external demands: if capitalism demands competition and exploitation,
bureaucracydemandsimpersonalityand rationality.Bureaucracycreates order
throughpoliticaldominationfrom above and passive subordinationfrom below,
a structure, once again, which follows the logic, if not the empirical context,
of Marx'searlier model. If Webergave any functionalsystem dominance,it was
the political sphere within which he discovered this bureaucraticforce. Where
Marxanalyzedprecapitalistsocieties in terms of their economicarrangements,
Weber (1968:1006-11)defined feudalism as a system which created certain
distinctive political conflicts. Yet, Weberemphasized that social systems, particularly modernones, are never ruled by one form of external sanction alone.
He (1946:180-95)
describedthree hierarchicaldomains:class, status, and power.
Each hierarchyof controlstructuresinstrumentalrewardsin a distinctiveway,
and each is the scene of struggles for different kinds of power. Men can use a
surplus in one kind of good, moreover, to increase their power by exchanging
this surplus for goods of another type. They can trade money for prestige, as
the nouveaurichedo when they train their offspring to enter the professions or
the arts. They can, on the other hand, exchange power for money, as corrupt
politicians and bureaucrats do when they enrich themselves throughpolitical
office. In each case, the motivation is an instrumentalone, but the bargaining
proceeds within highly structured systems of stratification (for a recent very
rich empirical application, see Azarya, 1978).
It is the theoretical legacies of Weber and Marx that have framed modern
instrumentalist explanations of social structure. Althougheach theory retains
its orthodoxadherents, there has more often been a more or less conscious
melding of the two. The most importantcontributionshave followedMarx and
Weber in their concentration on economic and political systems and these
systems' effects on role stratificationand conflict.Argumentsaboutthe economy
have focused on whether the functionalexigencies of capitalism have changed,
and if they have, what new role structures and social conflicts result. There has
been general agreement that in its late stage, capitalism has shifted toward
capital-intensive production that involves more mental than physical labor, labor
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that relies, in turn, increasingly upon education. On more specific levels,
however, there has been vast disagreement about the shape that these new externalconditionstake (1) Is "capitalism"still a relevantway of describingthese
conditions? (2) If so, does propertyownershipcontinue to be decisive in structuringrole positionand conflict? (3) If not, what structures and forces remain?
Because Goldthorpeand Lockwood(1963)argued that propertyownershipis
still primary for structuring economic roles, they could argue that the new
is braced by an
privatism and individualism of ideological embourgeoisment
ideologicalcollectivism; this collectivismbecomes morewidespreadas the newly created classes are forced-because of their propertylessness-to enter the
trade-unionmovement. Baran and Sweezy (1966)agreed that economic production in western societies is "capitalist,"and they linkedthis capitalist character
to the external exigencies of private property. For them, however, ownership
and, indeed, wealth distributionbecome largely irrelevant; profit maximization andwastefulsurplusare the primary"structures"of later capitalistsociety,
and they producesocial conflicton qualitative,ratherthanquantitative,grounds.
Braverman (1974) elaborated these qualitative consequences, arguing that
capitalism'sdestructionof workers'skills constitutesthe "objective"conditions
within which any working-classaction must be understood.Wright(1978)continued the movement away from property ownership as such; he articulated
the structural,antisubjectiveconstraintsof capitalist society in a differentiated
and specific way, emphasizing the contradictory, ambiguous character of
various class positions. These contradictions,however, are thoroughly"external" in character. They are the productof advanced economic development,
and the class conflict they produceis structured,in turn,by changes in differential interest. Zeitlin (1974)shares this emphasis on the specificity of class conflict withina contextof "External"control,buthe tries to pushMarxiananalysis
back to the significance of property ownershipas such.
"Criticaltheorists" and other structuralistshave articulatedthese economic
changes in a less orthodoxway. Marcuse (1964)viewed the productivepower
of late industrialcapitalism as bursting the economic barriers of private property itself; he saw its unlimitedaffluence and technicalcontrolas blurringthe
capitalist/socialist distinction and as anesthetizing potential conflict over
economic roles. Other theorists, like Bell (1973), have de-emphasized the
significance of the "capitalist" element in a more liberal direction, describing
recent economic developmentas a movement toward a postindustrialsociety
that will have the same basic structural characteristics, whether capitalist or
socialist: the decline of manual labor as a volatile force, the growth of work
that centers on abstract knowledge,and the growingcentralityof politicaldecisions in a society whose security and progress depend more upon the quality
of the public ethic than upon economic organization.Lipset and Bendix (1959)
contributedto this anti-Marxisttheoryof economicstructureby suggesting that
economic mobility depends simply upon the complexity of the economic division of labor,ratherthanuponthe capitalistor socialist frameworkwithinwhich
this divisionoccurs. Treiman (1977)made this argumentmuch more elaborate
and precise, producinga "structural theory of prestige" which aggressively
denies any independentrole to cultural causation.
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Modern debates over the state have taken economic development as a
parameter, focusing instead on the possibility for democratic participationin
a capitalist system whose unequal economic opportunities are given. The
theoretical assumptions, however, are the same: first, the objective resources
which are available to actors will determine the course of political events; second, the course set by this particular social structure (the state) will determine the course of the rest of society. Empirical argument centers aroundthe
tightness of the link between economics and politics, whetherand how political
actors are subordinatedto the needs of dominanteconomic classes. Withinthe
Marxistcamp, Domhoff(1967)tookthe orthodoxview that capitalists reproduce
themselves directly in the corridorsof power; there is one homogenous"ruling
class" which has an economic branchand a political branch.By contrast, Miliband (1969)saw the state as completelydevotedto capitalistneedsand emphasized the relative indirection of this process: the importance of factors like differential educational opportunities to bureaucratic recruitment and the inevitable dependenceof the state uponcorporatefunds.O'Connor(1973)tookthis
argumentfurther,suggesting that the contradictionsof moderncapitalism will
take the form of the fiscal crisis of the state.
Anothertraditionof contemporarypolitical theorizing,less directly Marxist,
comes out of Mills' argument that the coercive power over society is really a
"powerelite" that fuses military, political, and economic power. This elite, in
Mills' (1959)view, is composed of those who control the functional exigencies
of these differentsectors, ratherthanmembers of a hereditaryupperclass. Yet,
the actors who man these functionaldirectorshipsare subsequentlyinterrelated
througha complicated system of revolving directorships,intermarriages, and
social clubs. Mills' argument has been challenged, or at least empirically
who made elite recruitspecified, by sociologists (like Bottomore,1974:132-43),
ment into the governmentbureaucracyan issue that varies in differentcapitalist
countries. Lindbloom(1977), by contrast, recently argued that the structural
independenceof different elites is partly neutralizedby the necessary reliance
of the state on financial resources which are in private, corporatehands. Skocpol (1979)made a broadlysimilar argumentfor the "relative"autonomyof state
and economy in revolutions. But this institutionalautonomy, she made clear,
has nothingat all to do with the autonomyof individualactors in a presuppositional sense. Describing her theory as an "nonvoluntarist,structural perspection," she linked her explicit exclusion of individual effort and goals to the
elimination of ideology as a cultural force.
The line of thoughtwhich actually led to a more exclusively political view of
state controlbegan with Michels' (1949/1911)argument-which was strongly influenced by Weber-that political power had to be sharply differentiatedfrom
economic power. Michels insisted, nonetheless, that any organizationalelite is
boundto monopolizepoliticalresourcesto ensureits continueddomination.While
Selznick (1957)agreed that fragmented patterns of participation often allow
organizationalelites to rule unopposed,he expressed confidence that certain
kinds of organizationalresources, like leadership, can encourage more effective participationand more responsive use of power. Lipset and his colleagues
(1956)argued that normsassuring the opportunityfor electoral challenge would
structure the self-interest of outgroups in a manner that would lead them to
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challenge entrenchedelites. Bendix (1964)and Lipset (1963)both emphasized
that the effect of constitutionalgovernment in western nations was to produce
a "democraticclass struggle," in which the formerly oppressed masses could
participate strongly in their own government. Aron (1969)took the argument
for a pluralist political structure to its most extreme form. He suggested that
far fromenslavingmodernsociety to the exploitationof a primordialrulingclass,
the extraordinarydifferentiationof modernsociety has produceda situationin
which functionalexigencies cannot be coordinatedby any overarching group.
The result, he believed, is a dangerous stalemate between different elites of
roughly equal power.
The instrumentalversion of the social structural paradigm, then, has taken
a numberof different, concrete forms, shaped by different kinds of successful
research strategies and differentpolitical ideologies. It has, of course, been appliedto a wide range of subjectswhichI do nothave space to mention-education,
race relations, mass communication,law-but the basic theoretical logic that
structures such various efforts is the same. The great accomplishment of instrumental structuralism is to demonstrate that individual action is strongly
affected by the material context in which it occurs, but this very achievement
points also to the tradition'sgreat weakness: by assuming that actors are efficient calculatorsof their own material environment,the instrumentalapproach
to social structuremakes actioncompletelydeterminedby externalcontrol.The
antivoluntaristicimplications of this general position can be modified by certain empiricalpropositions;while assumingthat actors are rationaland directed
by external constraints, theorists can describe these constraints in a way that
makes them extremely pluralistic (e.g., Aron [1969]).Actors in such a modern
society will thenhave a relativelywide choice of differentmaterial options.Thus,
althoughany specific actor will be describedin a way that eliminates reference
to his internal volition and will, the situation of modern society as a whole can
be described in a voluntaristic way. (This illustrates, once again, the need for
a conceptionof "paradigm"in whichspecific research programsand ideologies
are given autonomy vis-a-vis more general philosophicalassumptions.)
Onthe whole,however,the social structuralparadigmin its instrumentalform
denies the possibility of individualcontrol. While it has clearly articulated the
darkerside of "modernity,"it has obliteratedanotherside which can scarcely
be ignored-the feeling that modernity has opened up a vast, almost uncontrollable range of individualfreedom and responsibility at the very center of
society. After all, we may agree with Hobbes that individualistic approaches
to orderare figments of the analyticalimaginationwithoutdeferringto his belief
that the alternativeto individualismmust assume a purelymaterialform. There
is a different way of conceptualizingthe action that informs collective order,
one which avoids this difficulty. It is to this normative approach to order that
we now turn.
Social-Structural Theory in Its Normative Form
The aim of the normative approach to social structure has been to allow for collective order without eliminating the consideration of individual control. This
can only be accomplished, however, if the individual is viewed in a manner that
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is not rationalistic. Only if theorists are sensitive to the internal components
of action, to the actor's emotionsand moral sensibilities,can they recognizethat
social structure is located as much within the actor as without. Onlywith this
recognitioncan social theorymake the individuala fundamentalreferencepoint
without, at the same time, placing him outside of his social context.
Althoughwe can go back to earlier 19th-centurytheorists, it was Durkheim
who translatedthe logic of anti-utilitarianromanticism-and the antimechanistic
strand of Enlightenment thought-into its modern sociological form. For
Durkheim, the emotional bonds of social solidarity and the symbolic codes of
social morality were the fundamentalsocial structures from which all others
emerged. These structures, moreover (1973/1898),protected the independence
of the individual,rather than eliminated it. Onone hand, Durkheiminsisted on
the collective status of moral facts as "things" external to isolated individuals.
At the same time, he argued that individualsthemselves are social beings, and
these "moral things" are precisely what give them their very sense of individuality (see, e.g., Durkheim, 1951/1897,1958/1896,1961/1903,1915/1912,
1957/1900).
Durkheimdeveloped an intricate theory of social structure that inverted the
base-superstructureof Marx and challenged the belief that a theoretical emphasis on social morality had to share the conservative ideology of traditional
society. At the heart of society, Durkheimfounda system of beliefs, symbols
which represented collective moral commitments. This symbol system had a
distinctive kindof organization,for it articulatedand, indeed,enforced morality by dividing symbols into contradictorypatterns of sacred and profane and
by encasing sacred symbols in rituals that made violationsacreligious. Despite
its clear reliance on the forms taken by traditional and primitive religion,
Durkheimbelievedthat his theoryof the symbolic core of society applies equally
to secular modernity.The contentof symbolic systems can change, but the form
does not.
Modernsociety, Durkheimbelieved,is centeredarounda diffusecivic morality
that emphasizes the rights of individualsin a highly abstract, generalizedway.
This "religion of individualism," Durkheim insisted, permeates modern life.
Particular social roles evolve when different institutions "specify" this moral
individualism.Schools, for example, inculcate rationality, individualism,and
discipline throughthe powerful pedagogy of the dedicated teacher. The state
also reinforcesindividualism,for its differentiatedinstitutionalstatus vis-a-vis
general morality allows "representation"to focus public opinion,to define differentperspectivesmore sharply,and to developa moralitythat can be rationally related to specific situations.Othersecondarygroupsproducedifferentkinds
of morally regulated roles. Occupationalassociations (like the professions)
translate the abstract obligations of individual rights into economically appropriateforms, and the legal system develops an elaborate system of justice
to articulatesuch rights in every possiblesituation.In times of crisis, Durkheim
believed, consciousnesswill withdrawfrom these restricted roles and embrace
the social (i.e., moral) whole. In such periods, society will be reintegrated
throughritualisticceremonieslike rallies, speeches, and marches. Suchperiods
of "collective effervescence" will revivify the moral structure.
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Durkheim'swork, then, formulateda complex economy of moral obligations.
Muchas Marxhad viewedmoralityas an irrelevantsuperstructureto a material
base, Durkheim relegated economic factors and the political struggle for
material rewards to equally inconspicuouspositions. He was not conservative.
He, too, perceiveda "crisis of modernity"(see Seidman,1983),but it was a crisis
of moral,ratherthanmaterial,scope. He recognizedthe oftendestructiveegoism
and conflict in modern life, but he insisted that they can be counteractedonly
by a moral regeneration which can restructure the internal environment of
action.
AlthoughDurkheimcreated a powerfulschool before WorldWarI, his legacy
to contemporarysocial science has been more indirectthan Marx's.Duringthe
interwar years, Durkheim'simpact was limited to anthropology.British functional anthropologists,like Radcliffe-Brown(1952),studiedmorality in its complicated interaction with specific institutions, but the more recent movement
of French "structuralist" thought, centered around Levi-Strauss (1966) has
concentratedon the internalpatterns that Durkheimdescribed in the symbolic
order itself. This symbolic structuralism, indeed, provides the best possible illustrationthat the social-structuralparadigmcan assume a subjective, as well
as objective, form (e.g., Sahlins, 1976).In most structuralist analysis, movement and change are consideredto be generated by the internalcontradictions
of the symbolic system itself. In Douglas' (1966)reformulationof Durkheimian
theory, however, the binary polarities of culture take on a more specifically
moral tone, and the oppositionbetweenpure and impureis related to groupconflicts in the social system itself. Turner (1969,1974;cf, Moore and Myerhoff,
1975,1977),in turn, has pushed the antistructuralist revival of such Durkheimian theory more towarda renewed considerationof solidarity and ritual process, and Shils' (1975)post-Parsonianwritingson sacred charisma as the source
of social structurerevise Durkheimin much the same way. Sewell's (1980)work,
on the centrality of ideas aboutand forms of fraternalsolidarityto the workingclass struggles of postrevolutionaryFrance, continues this return to a more
socially sensitive Durkheimianism,posing an illuminatingcontrast to "structural"analyses of revolutionof the more instrumentaltype (e.g., Skocpol,1979).
Despite this recent revival, however, the fundamentalreference pointfor the
Durkheimiantraditionin contemporarysociologyand politicalscience remains
the work of Talcott Parsons. Later, we will see that Parsons offered a significant synthesis of the idealist-materialist traditions, but his thinkingcontained
a strong strand of idealist theorizing,as well. In terms of this dimensionof his
work, Parsons' theory (Parsons, 1964;Parsons and Bales, 1955),functionedto
specify and elaborate normative structure in a manner that Durkheimhimself
never approached.WhereDurkheimhad merely asserted the complementarity of individual consciousness and cultural order, Parsons developed a
philosophicallysophisticatedand empiricallyspecific analysis of the "socialization"of the individual.The process centeredon the internalizationof moralsymbols in a wide range of learning situations, in families, in early schooling, in
higher education, in work, and in play. To accomplish this analysis, Parsons
performed the critical integration of Freud's personality theory with Durkheim's
theory of morality and demonstrated that the individuating process that Freud
called ego development can also be seen as the inclusion of the individual in the
system of moral regulation. Yet, the other side of this symbiosis is just as crucial,
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for Parsons insisted that in modern society, moral integration itself depends
upon individuation,on the progressive differentiationof the individualperson
from authoritariancontrols, either moral or material.
From the Parsonian perspective, therefore, social structure marks the intersectionbetweencultureand socialization,and differentiatedroles are created
by understandinghowsocializationand culturecome to be particularizedin different situations.Parsons (e.g., Parsons and Shils, 1951:Part2) definedfive different dimensionsalong which cultural definitionscould vary, which he called
the "pattern-variables."The pattern variables structure situations in terms of
the emotional control and symbolic universalism they demand, and although
the particularpattern-variablecombinationresponds to the functionalexigencies of particularinstitutions,it is also responsive, independentlyof any practical consequences, to the religious and cultural history of the nation in which
these institutions are embedded. Levy (1949) used the pattern-variables to
describethe conservativeimpactof Chinesefamilialvalues on economicdevelopment, while Lipset (1963)employedthem to argue that it was the traditionalism
and particularism of French and German cultural structures that explain the
difficulty of their political developmentand class relations. Barber (1952)and
Merton(1973/1942)
talkedaboutthe culturalregulationof science throughuniversalistic norms,and Pitts (1974)describedthe hippiemovementas an emotional,
particularistic, cultural reaction against the universalistic, anti-effective,
cultural norms of the meritocracy. Almondand Verba (1963)utilized Parsons'
culturaltheoryto explainthe degrees of democraticactivism in differentwestern
political systems. Bellah (1970:168-89)linked the relative solidarity and progressiveness of Americanpolitics to the intenselyuniversalisticAmerican"civil
religion." Deutsch (1963)elaboratedthe Parsonian theory of culture to outline
the delicate, cybernetic "communication"between morality and government.
The empirical foci of normative structuralism demonstrate how different
assumptionsaboutactioncreate distinctivequestionsaboutsocial development,
even if these theoretical orientationstake an equally collectivist approachand
are equally committed to a humanisticand liberal order. Since the intrumental
structuralistsgive a determinatepowerto the economy,they have devotedconsiderableenergy to the internalevolutionof industrialeconomiesin the 20thcentury. Normativestructuralists,in turn,have focusedon recentculturalchanges,
particularly on whether the process of secularization-which deprives institutions of a common religious base-must necessarily create a society without
any moral coordinationor solidarity at all. This transition toward a morally
disciplinedsecularismis accomplished,they argued,if moralcodes first become
abstract and generalizedand if their substantivefocus shifts to the "individual"
and away fromany particulargroup.In this way, the rationalityof secular thinking can be achieved without sacrificing meaning or soliarity (e.g., Parsons,
Yet this achievement is notonly a culturalone, these thinkershave
1969:439-73).
discovered; it dependsalso upona vast networkof internal, psychologicalcontrols, controlswhichcan be establishedonly throughan excruciatinglylong process of socialization. Because this process makes heavy demands on the individualfor ego autonomyand self-denial,alienationis always a possibility,and,
with it, a returnto the securityof group-oriented,particularisticmorality(Weinstein and Platt, 1969:Chapter 7; Parsons, 1954:298-322).
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Instrumental structuralists link economic freedom to separating economic
modernizationfrom private property.For normativethinkers,freedomdepends
upon separating cultural modernizationfrom the debilitating effects of particularistic morality and psychologicalregression, from structuralconstraints
that produce the in-group/out-groupmorality of ethnic and religious war. Instrumental structuralists study the processes by which the democratic state
gains autonomyfrom the economyand the unevenrelationshipsbetweenpolitical
and economic sectors. Normative theorists study how "rational" or cognitive
codes become differentiated from moral and expressive ones (Geertz,
and they try to understandwhat the optimumbalance should be
1973:193-233),
between each kindof cultural thinking.Shouldlaw, for example, be completely
independentof religion?Shouldthe cognitivescience of the universitybe radically separated from other cultural concerns, like morality and art (Parsons and
Platt, 1973:304-45)?Do professional ethics have to be oriented more toward
technical, cognitivequestionsthan moral ones; do they have to conflict, in other
words, with civic morals (Durkheim,1957/1900)?Instrumentalthinkers study
how the materialaspects of social structurecan overcomethe individiousaspects
of stratification by promotingeconomic mobility and political pluralism. Normative structuralists,in contrast, locate the sources of equalityin the interface
between culture and socialization. Equality depends, in their view, upon the
degree to which the unviersalisticand rationalcodes of educationcan penetrate
the traditonalism and passivity of "family values," shifting the course of
socialization to a path which emphasizes independence,rather than deference.
The new emphasis on universalistic knowledgealso creates the possibility for
more collegial and egalitarian relationships within organizations (Parsons,
since professionalrelationshipsbased on achievement and skill in1971:86-121),
creasingly supercede authoritybased on inherited wealth or arbitrary power.
This increased equality depends, in their view, upon the continuingvitality of
a solidarity that institutionalizesfeelings of civil obligation (Alexander, 1980;
Prager, 1982).
If instrumentalstructuralists demonstrate the impact on individuals of the
material environment, normative thinkers just as forcefully indicate that action is regulated by moral structures which are internalizedin indiviuals' personalities. Normative structuralism demonstrates, moreover, that a "social"
approachto action does not necessarily have to neglect the contributionsof the
individual, the nature of his inner emotion, and the extent to which collective
orderdependsuponhis voluntaryparticipation.Yet, this very attentionto voluntarism also reveals the weaknesses in a purely normative view. If structure is
taken only as normative, the impression is created that society dependsentirely upon the voluntary acquiescence of its members, even if this acquiescence
itself is mediated by internalizedsymbols. It ignores, in other words, the very
real possibility that material structures can enforce an order, whether or not
individuals participate or morally approve. Further progress in structural
analysis dependsuponthe successful integrationof these antitheticaltheoretical
traditions and the various research programs which they have informed.
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The Social-StructuralTheory in Its MultidimensionForm
Weber and Parsons both producedconceptualizationsof social structure that
movedbeyondthe dichotomoustraditionsto whichthey also contributed.Weber's
best known multidimensional theory focuses on the notion of "legitimation"
Weberdescribedpoliticalpoweras embeddedin a constantdialec(1968:212-301).
tic of belief and effectiveness. If power is accepted as subjectively legitimate,
it has authority,not just strength. Since authorityis a matter of belief, it must
be linked to cultural codes, so there must be a relationshipbetween the history
of political development and religious evolution (Weber, 1968:439-517).The
universalistic theology of monotheistic religions, for example, contributedto
the emergence of impersonal, "rational-legal"norms of political legitimacy,
and the rise of bureaucraticpoliticalstructurescontributed,in turn,to the evolution of more universalisticreligions.AlthoughWeberrarely made these explicit
connectionsbetween religion and politics (see, e.g., Alexander, 1982c),his formal definitionspoint in this direction and the extraordinarycatholicity of his
historical investigations certainly supplies the material.
WhereWeber did make the link between material and normative structure
clear and explicit was in his discussion of social class. Weber (1968:468-599,
1946:267-301)
accepted Marx's argument that the labor performedby different
classes makes them more or less susceptible to different ideological orientation, but he insisted that any particular orientationmust be viewed as the product of specific religious and cultural factors in the class' environment. He
demonstrated,for example, that the politicaland economicethics of urbanstrata
vary greatly in differentcivilizations,and that the revolutionaryideologyof the
western bourgeoisie is as much a productof Judeo-Christianeschatology as it
is of economic rationalization.It was just this multidimensionalintentionthat
inspired Weber's famous investigations into the relation between the Protestant ethic and the "spirit of capitalism." Walzer's (1965)more recent illumination of the symbiotic relationship between the rising English gentry and the
alienatedPuritanclergy whichhelpedto trigger the English CivilWarcontinued
this multidimensionalapproachto structure, as did Bendix's (1964)discussion
of the relationshipbetween economic and religious factors in the modern proletariat's struggles for citizenship. Eisenstadt's recent studies (1978)examined howrevolutionarytransformationdependsuponcertain uniqueconjunctures
of cultural development and political-economicconditions.
Parsons'multidimensionaltheorizingwas inspiredby Weber's,and in the most
successful strand of his work, he combined Durkheim's and Weber's insights
to producea fundamentalrevisionof social theory.Idealistand materialistthinking can only be transformed,Parsons understood,if social structures are viewed in an analytic, rather than a concrete, way. Every structure,no matter how
apparentlymaterial or ideal, is actually a productof forces representingboth
kinds of pressures. For the social system, Parsons (see Parsons and Smelser,
1956)identifiedfourprimordialdimensions:the economic,concernedwith maximizing efficiency and "means"; the political, focused on organization and
"goals"; the solidiry, representingdirect emotional bondsand "norms"; and
the pattern-maintenance,oriented to stable symbolic patterns and "values."
Parsons called these four dimensions "subsystems," and he argued that each
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is in a continuousinterchangewith the other three. Thestate, for example, needs
economic resources, but it also needs the legal legitimation and cultural meaning provided by norms and values. If the state is to receive these "inputs,"
however, it must producethe kinds of "outputs"-political decisions-that the
other systems need. From this perspective, the state can be seen as the single,
concrete productof a numberof differentanalytic dimensions,althoughit combines these dimensions with its own particular goal.
By conceptualizingreciprocity and conflict between the ideal and material
dimensions of society-indeed, their symbiosis and fundamentalinterpenetration (cf. Munch,1981)-Parsons transformedthe dichotomousorientationthat
has polarizedand diminishedthe social-structuralapproach.Smelser (1959)used the interchange model, for example, to show how factory reorganizationin
the early phases of industrializationcreated social crisis because of the way
it affectedfamily relations;he indicated,further,that this disruptionwas resolved by politicaldevelopments,as well as by changesin solidarygroups.Eisenstadt
(1963)used interchange, on a more informal level, to formulate the complex
interrelationshipof religious rationalization,economic development,normative
evolution, and political leadership which created the first great bureaucratic
empires. Easton (1965)utilized interchange in an implicit way in his effort to
build a systemic portrait of political life, interweaving material demands and
cultural support.
AlthoughParsons did not always do so, it is clear that this interchangemodel
can subsume his insights that normativestructurerepresents the interpenetration of culture and personality. The most important product of this synthesis
is his conceptionof the "generalizedmedia" of exchange, which represents his
most direct response to the bargainingmodelof instrumentalindividualism(cf.
Munch, 1983).Whenpeople confronteach other in interaction, Parsons asked
what kind of sanctions they have at their disposal. He identifiedfour "media"
of exchange-money, power,influence,and value commitments-each of which
can be seen as a productof one of the four subsystems of society. On one hand,
individuals manipulate these sanctions in an instrumental and self-interested
way to gain their ends; on the other hand, each of these sanctions is a complex
product of the larger exchange between institutions in which interaction is
embedded. Johnson (1966)demonstratedthat revolutionarychange is always
precededby a gross deflationof the value of legitimate powersanctions, so that
politicalleaders can no longer bargaineffectively for their ends. Smelser (1971)
also focusedon power,showinghowpoliticalcorruptionrepresentsthe degeneration of the power sanction created by an overreliance on money in relation to
influence, value commitments, and political power in the interchangeprocess.
Prospects and Problems of the Social-StructuralApproach
I began this essay by arguing for the significance of nonempiricalassumptions
in social science and by suggesting that "paradigms" combine general
philosophical assumptions with a variety of more concrete research programs.
By differentiating the problems of action and order, I defined four fundamental
kinds of general orientations. After discussing the advantages of the individualistic models (namely, their recognition of the centrality of individual
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volitionin modernsocieties), it was suggested that structuralapproacheswere
more realistic, if often more complicated, ways of conceptualizingthe sources
and consequences of individual acts. I then discussed a number of different
research programs which have been undertakenfrom within each of the structuralist traditions-the instrumentaland normative-focusing particularly on
theirinvestigationsof the scope of freedomin modernsociety. Althoughthe clear
advantages of an instrumental approach to collective order were recognized,
it was argued that normative structuralismcould more effectively incorporate
the important,voluntaristicemphasisof individualistictheory.Yet, if instrumental structuralismis too deterministic,normativestructuralismis too voluntarist.
I suggested, in conclusion,that a more successful approachto social structure
wouldcombineelements of these dichotomoustraditionsinto a multidimensional
whole. This, it seems to me, is the principal challenge for structural analysis
in sociology.
It wouldbe satisfying to report that a movement towardsuch an analytically
sophisticatedmodel of structureis underway,butthis is not the case. Thereare,
of course, some developments in this direction. I have mentioned already the
work of Eisenstadt (1963)and Smelser (1959,1971)within the Parsonian tradition. Geertz's (e.g., 1973)writings have promisedan even greater extension of
Parsons' advance, for they are more closely in touch with the newest
developmentsin cultural theory withoutin any way sacrificing a social-system
base. Yet, Geertz's (1980)most recent monographfell far shortof this promise;
it reintroducedthe dichotomyof structure and meaning even while it claimed
to transcend it. Within contemporary Weberiansociology, Schluchter (1981)
systematically pursuedthe multidimensionalcoursewhichBendix (1964)earlier
laid out. Despite the great turn towardsubjectivity in contemporaryMarxism,
only Habermas (e.g., 1975) seriously began the dismantling task which a
noninstrumentalcritical theorywouldpresume (thoughsee also, in this regard,
Gouldner,1976).
There is clearly no necessary historical progress toward more multidimensional forms of theorizing.The two great progenitorsof this approach, Weber
and Parsons, both producedhighly ambivalent work: their theories were subject to internalpressureswhichproducedstrains of purelymechanicalandpurely voluntaristic theory, respectively. Indeed, after Parsons' relatively brief
period of dominance during the postwar period, critics seized on the weaker
points in his synthetic efforts to proposed Parsonian idealism and Weberian
materialism, either as models for new forms of one-dimensionaltheorizingor
as justifications for continuingstandard reductionisticpractices. Much of the
revival of Durkheimianism,moreover, follows a similarly reductionist path.
The last decade, then, has witnessed a returnto more exclusively instrumental and normativework.This can be seen in the reinvigorationof orthodoxMarxism (e.g. Wright,1978;Zeitlin, 1974)and the prestige of cultural structuralism
and hermeneutics. There has also, in the name of greater "specificity" and
"realism," been a return to more purely individualisticmodels. Collins'work
(1975,1981)paradoxicallyexemplified these recent trends. Onone hand, actors
confronteach other as mechanical exchangists, struggling against one another
withinhighlystructuredsituationswith unequalmaterial resources.Onthe other
hand, Collins acknowledged that these structures rely on voluntary behavior
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that is nonrational. To reconcile these pressures, he described actors as
motivated by emotional profit-seeking,undeterredby normative conditionsas
such; the external environmentsof polity and economy create cathartic needs
that ritualize social relations in mechanical, almost ethological, ways.
Yet, even if the structuralparadigmwere muchmore consistentlymultidimensional, certain theoretical problems would remain unsolved. These problems
refer, once again, to the real achievements of individualistictheorizing,which
the collectivist traditionhas not yet fully addressed. Despite the progress that
normative theory made by incorporatingpersonalities into its notion of the
"social," the problem of "voluntarism"remains partly unresolved.
Collectivisttheorieshave notfoundways to successfullyincorporatehistorical
specificity and temporal contingency.The first problemoccurs because structuralist theory, in both its instrumentaland normative forms, tends to focus on
the systemic qualities of differentkinds of social roles: "lawyers" have certain
kinds of ethics, "workers"engage in expected patternsof conflict, the "middle
class" is conservative (or liberal), "intellectuals"are always radical. Indeed,
the very notion of "class" carries with it the quintessential properties of this
generalizing, systemic analysis. Whetherapplied to material structure, as in
Marxist or Weberianstudies of the middle class, or to normative structures,
as in the study of intellectuals, "class analysis" implies a trans-historicaland
cross-culturalsimiltude that often camouflages the true empirical situation.To
the contrary, when we look at actual history, we see, for example, that depending upon the particular developmentpatterns of each nation, middle classes
and intellectuals have behaved in highly variable ways: both have been conservative and both have been radical. This historical specificity in the discussion of economic classes is the whole point of Weber's work on urban strata
1946:267-301);yet, it has been only fitfully absorbed by later
(1968:1212-374,
Weberians(for an importantexception, see Lacrois and Dobry, 1977and hardly recognized by Marxists. This anti-Weberianrigidity is equally apparent in
the "new class" studies by normative structuralists, for example, the analysis
of intellectualsby Parsons and Platt (1973:267-302).
Gouldner'slater work (1979)
combinedinstrumentaland normativeforms of such "class analysis," insisting
that intellectuals-because of structural circumstances which are both normative and material-have a uniformlycritical ideology and will inevitably be
the basis for progressivehistoricalchange.Yet, numeroushistoricalstudieshave
shown this is hardly the case (for Germany, see Ringer, 1969;and Herf, 1981;
for England, see Wiener, 1981).The point is not that the individual members
of economicor cultural"classes" are not subject to social-structuralconstraint,
but that the particularstructuresmust be understoodin historically-specificand
contingent, as well as in systemic, ways.
The second problemrefers to the promise of the future, rather than to the effect of the past. The virtue of structuraltheories is that they illuminatethe constraints that limit individual action, and the better the structural theory, the
more effectively it organizesthese external constraintsin a systematic way that
makes empirical sense. The problem,however, is that the more a structureappears coherent, the more it appears to be ruled by reified, naturalistic laws which
are self-contained and inviolable, and while the former property is desirable
and true, the latter is not. The continuity of social systems is at every moment
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dependentuponhuman action: this is the seminal insight of the individualistic
tradition.The imperatives of social structureare probabilistic;they are always
open to the possibility, no matter how remote, of reversal or revision.
The most widely discussed implicationof this obduratefact is a renewedconcern with incorporatingaspects of individualistictheory into collectivist work,
the so-called micro/macro connection (e.g., Knorr-Cetinaand Cicourel, 1981;
Collins, 1981;Giddens, 1976,1979;Alexander, 1984a).Yet, there is another implication which has not had nearly as much attention. This concern with contingency returns, once again, to the significance of history, for it opens the
analysis of social structure to the importance of critical events.
The analysis of critical events, like the attentionto historicalspecificity, must
balance attention to contingency with an appreciationfor social context. This
challengehas, in fact, recently drawnthe attentionof theoristsin differentstructural traditions, though it has hardly ever been the object of continuousconcern. More than a decade ago, Thompson (1963)criticized orthodoxMarxism
for its mechanistic and nonhistorical approach to revolutionary class consciousness, arguing that classes should be seen as "made" by actors through
a process of ongoing social interaction, rather than as the mechanical reflectionof economicdevelopment.In the Parsoniantradition,Eisenstadt (1978)tried
to utilize notionsof individualnegotiationto study periods of social creativity,
developing the idea of "institutionalentrepreneurs." (For an analysis of this
tendency in Eisenstadt's work, see Alexanderand Colomy, 1984).But the most
fertile workwhich has been done on such social creativity is Turner'ssymbolic
anthropology.Drawingon the theoryof ritesdepassage,Turner(e.g., 1974)argued
that social crisis often creates liminal periods of "anti-structure,"periods during whichrole differentiationgives way to expressive community,and societies
reformulate or reinforce their fundamentalorientationsthroughmore or less
open-endedrituals.Turner'sapproachto contingentritualizationmust be refined
andsystematicallyrelatedto the more traditionalconcernsof structuralanalysis
(e.g., Katz et al., 1981;Alexander, 1984b).
In an ironic way, therefore, social-structuraltheory continuesto be boundby
the issues that individualistictheoryhas raised. Structuralanalysis must evolve
so that its emphasis on constraintwill reformulatethe conditionsof voluntarism,
rather than completely eliminate it. This involves two differentkinds of tasks.
First, externality and constraint must be defined symbolically, as well as
materially,for only in this way can the actor be viewedas producingsocial order
and not just respondingto it. Second, the conceptualizationof these symbolic
and material structures must be historically specific and, equally important,
must be conceivedin a mannerthat recognizesthe continualpossibilityfor their
fundamentalreformulation.These tasks should set the research program for
structural analysis for years to come.
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